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Abstrat
Presented in this work are some results relative to sequenes found
in the logisti equation bifuration diagram, whih is the unimodal
quadrati map prototype. All of the dierent saddle-node bifura-
tion asades, assoiated to every last appearane p-periodi orbit
(p = 3, 4, 5, . . .), an also be generated from the very Feigenbaum
asade. In this way it is evidened the relationship between both as-
ades. The orbits of every saddle-node bifuration asade, mentioned
above, are loated in dierent haoti bands, and this determines a se-
quene of orbits onverging to every band-merging Misiurewiz point.
In turn, these aumulation points form a sequene whose aumula-
tion point is the Myrberg-Feigenbaum point. It is also proven that
the rst appearane orbits in the n-haoti band onverge to the same
point as the last appearane orbits of the (n + 1)-haoti band. The
symboli sequenes of band-merging Misiurewiz points are omputed
for any window.
1 Introdution
Nonlinear dynamial systems exhibit a rih variety of behaviors. Bifura-
tions, haos, patterns, phase transitions are among the most investigated
phenomena, and they have led to many disussions within sienti liter-
ature. The former mentioned phenomena appears in a lot of dynamial
systems, and this is an indiative of the existene of underlaying ommon
strutures whose origin laims to be unovered.
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To be able to undertake the study of a dynamial system, diverse tools
have been developed, whih make the study of suh problems easier, by
means of simpliations, lassiations or through the identiation of uni-
versality lasses among transitions from one behavior to another.
Near a hyperboli xed point, the well known Hartman-Groÿman the-
orem states that the loal phase portrait is topologially onjugate to the
phase portrait of the linearized system. However, when the xed point is
a non-hyperboli one, the enter manifold must be onsidered. The Center
Manifold theorem allows one to generalize the ideas of the Hartman-Groÿman
theorem. It is dedued that the ow, restrited to the enter manifold, de-
termines the topologial behavior lose to a non-hyperboli xed point. In
general, when the ow is restrited to the enter manifold the problem is
simplied quite a bit, yet the restrited ow itself an be very ompliated.
The normal form theorem is the next mathematial tool that must be
used: a smooth vetor eld is substituted by a polynomial vetor eld. An-
other tehnique very similar, in ertain way, to the tool stated above onsists
in onstruting a Poinaré setion. After that, the Poinaré map is reated,
that is, a map from the Poinaré setion in itself. In dissipative systems
this map ontrats the Poinaré setion surfae after eah iteration, and the
initial problem is thus transformed into another problem with an attrator
of lower dimensionality.
Fortunately, one-dimensional maps provide a good approximation to many
dynamial systems. Furthermore one-dimensional maps an be lassied into
universality lasses. That is why the bifuration route to haos, disovered by
Feigenbaum [1, 2℄ and haraterized by its universal saling is so important.
And for the same reason the logisti equation
xn+1 = f(xn) = µxn(1− xn) µ ∈ [0, 4], xn ∈ [0, 1] (1)
is so intensively studied. The dierent behaviors of this map an be extended
to any quadrati one-dimensional map, beause they are topologially onju-
gated [3℄. Therefore, any dynamial system ruled by a quadrati polynomial
behaves as if it were ruled by the logisti equation.
The goal of this paper is to show in the logisti equation the interesting
onnetion between the Feigenbaum asade and the saddle-node asade [4℄.
Also this onnetion aets the global strutures of windows and Misiurewiz
points [5℄ where haoti bands mix. Given the multitude of dynamial sys-
tems that exhibit Feigenbaum's universality, it is very probable that they
also show the new universal behaviors desribed in this paper.
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Periodi windows, apart from being an irreplaeable tool in system dy-
namis, also play other roles and appear in dierent problems of nonlinear
dynamis. They an be used, by applying the Poinaré map, to spot the
windows of a dynamial systems whih are ruled by ordinary dierential
equations [6℄. Chaos ontrol tehniques use periodi windows too and they
use unstable periodi orbits inside them [7, 8℄. Periodi windows are also use-
ful to study haos-indued diusion [9℄ whih is aeted by the presene of
proximate periodi windows. Therefore any ontribution aimed at the iden-
tiation of the laws ruling periodi windows will be useful in these related
elds.
This paper is organized as follows:
In setion 3, it is proven that there is an analyti relation among saddle-
node bifuration asades [4℄ and Feigenbaum asade [1, 2℄. The former
is derived from the latter. We will refer to this relation by onjugation of
asades. The setion 3 is preeded by setion 2 where later used denitions
and theorems are introdued.
In the following setion 4, the previous result is used to prove that saddle-
node bifuration asades assoiated to last appearane orbits in the (n+1)-
haoti band and the ones assoiated to rst appearane orbits in the n-
haoti band onverge to the same Misiurewiz point where the (n + 1)-
haoti and n-haoti bands mix.
Setion 5 generalizes the former results, whih were only valid in the
anonial window, to any periodi window. In partiular, we will also gener-
alize the rule to get the saddle-node bifuration asade in any window. As
a spin-o, a geometrial interpretation of the Derrida, Gervois and Pomeau
(DGP) formula [10℄ is ahieved.
In Setion 6, some potential appliations of the theorems to experimental
researh are indiated.
2 Denitions
The following notation, denitions and theorems will be referred to in what
follows. Whenever they are based on or opied from a previous work, the
original referene is given.
Denition 1. Sn will denote a n-periodi symboli pattern. The symbols
are R or L, depending on wether the iterates xi of a n-periodi orbit
of the logisti map (1) are xi >
1
2 or xi <
1
2 (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . n), respe-
tively [11℄. In partiular, to determine in an unique way the periodi
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sequene Sn, we will always take as the rst letter in the sequene that
orresponding to the position xi nearest to 1/2, the rest of the symbols
being determined by the suesive iterations of this rst value [4℄.
Denition 2. The pattern Sn has even R-parity if it has an even number
of symbols R in it. Otherwise Sn R-parity will be termed odd [11℄.
We will use R-parity whenever we work with logisti-like maps (up-
wards onvex). Should we were working with the real Mandelbrot
map, for instane (whih is downwards onvex), all R's and L's in
what follows would appear interhanged, and we would use L-parity
instead.
Denition 3. The pattern Sn obtained exhanging R and L in Sn will be
alled the onjugated sequene of Sn. In the ase of a superyle pat-
tern CSn−1 (C orresponds to x1 = 1/2), its onjugate will only hange
the R and L in the pattern, whereas the initial C remains in plae.
Denition 4. (Sn)
p = SnSn . . . Sn︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
, is the pattern of n · p symbols on-
struted by p repetitions of the n-symbols pattern Sn. As a onse-
quene, we may write [(Sn)
p]q = (Sn)
p·q
. We will adopt an analogous
notation for the ase of superyles.
Denition 5. CSn−1 is a n-symbols pattern formed by replaing the rst
letter in sequene Sn by the symbol C. This orbit orresponds to a
superyle periodi orbit (starting at x1 =
1
2).
Denition 6. (CSn)
p|Sp is the pattern resulting from the substitution of
the p suesive C-letters in the pattern (CSn)
p = CSnCSn . . . CSn︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
by
the p suesive symbols in Sp.
Denition 7. CPn,q represents the pattern of the n-th pithfork bifuration
superyle of the q-periodi orbit. For q = 1 we will write simply CPn.
Denition 8. The rst F-harmoni of CSn, denoted byH
(1)
F (CSn), is formed
appending CSn to itself and hanging the seond C to R (L) if the R-
parity of CSn is even (odd). The seond F-harmoni, H
(2)
F (CSn), is
formed appending CSn to H
(1)
F (CSn) and hanging the new C to R (L)
is the R-parity ofH
(1)
F (CSn) is even (odd). The suessive F-harmonis
are onstruted in the same way. [12℄
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The F-harmonis (or Fourier harmonis) were introdued by Romera,
Pastor and Montoya in [12℄ and have been widely employed by these
authors in the study of dynamial systems [13, 14, 15℄. It must be em-
phasized that, while those harmonis introdued by Metropolis, Stein
and Stein [11℄ give us the patterns orresponding to the Feigenbaum
period doubling asade, the F-harmonis are used to ompute the
patterns of the last appearane orbits (see Denition 10 below) in the
urrent window. This property will be amply used in our proofs; they
will be, together with the saddle-node bifuration asades, the main
tools used in this paper.
Denition 9. A saddle-node bifuration asade is a sequene of saddle-
node bifurations in whih the number of xed points showing this kind
of bifuration is dupliated [4℄. The suessive elements of the sequene
are given by an equation idential to the one that Feigenbaum found
for a period doubling asade [1, 2℄. This implies that both bifuration
asades (Feigenbaum's and saddle-node) sale in the same way.
Denition 10. We will onsider a q-periodi window to be a rst appear-
ane window within the p-periodi one if it orresponds to values of
parameter µ of expression (1) smaller than any other q-periodi win-
dow inside the given p-periodi one. Similarly, we will dene a last
appearane q-periodi orbit (within the p-periodi one) as that having
the larger µ parameter among the period-q windows (of the p-periodi
one).
A periodi window of period q · p will be alled the q-periodi window
inside the given p-periodi one, to stress the similarity of the strutures
in period-p window with those in the anonial window.
Denition 11. Within the haoti region of the logisti equation bifura-
tion diagram (to the right of the Myrberg-Feigenbaum point), there
exist haoti bands of µ values where the iterates of expression (1) tend
to be grouped in 2n intervals (separated by 2n − 1 empty intervals);
we will refer to one of these bands as the n-th haoti band. Following
the same naming onvention as in Denition 10, we will speak of the
rst and last appearane q · 2n-periodi orbits inside a haoti band,
as those orresponding to the smaller and greater parameter µ values,
respetively, within that n-haoti band.
In our proofs we will often use saddle-node asades inside the anonial
window. They an be worked out applying the following theorem, whih is
a partiular ase of that shown in [4℄.
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Theorem 1 (Saddle-Node bifuration asade in the anonial window).
The sequene of the p · 2n-periodi saddle-node orbit of a saddle-node
bifuration asade starting from a p-periodi orbit in the anonial
window is obtained with the following proess:
(i) Write the sequene of the orbit of the superyle of f2
n
, that is
CPn (see Denition 7).
(ii) Write onseutively p times the sequene obtained in the former
point i, getting a sequene like
CPn . . . CPn︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
(iii) Write the sequene of period-p saddle-node orbit, that is, the se-
quene of the saddle-node orbit of fp. The rst point in the se-
quene must be the nearest saddle-node point to C.
(iv) If n is odd then onjugate the letters obtained in point iii by
means of L↔ R. Bear in mind that n ∈ Z+.
(v) Replae the i-th letter C (i = 1, 2, . . . p) of the sequene obtained
in ii by the i-th letter of the sequene obtained in iv.
3 Conjugation of asades.
Theorem 2. (Conjugation of asades in the anonial window) Let Sp·2n
be the pattern of the p · 2n-periodi orbit of a saddle-node bifuration
asade in the anonial window. If CSp·2n−1 denotes the superyle
assoiated to Sp·2n (see Denition 5) and CPn denotes the superyle
of the n-th pithfork bifuration (see Denition 7) then
CSp·2n−1 = H
(p−1)
F (CPn)
That is, the superyle of the n-th element of the asade an be om-
puted from the saddle-node bifuration asade (using Theorem 1) or
from the Feigenbaum asade (using F-harmonis, see Denition 8).
Proof. To prove this statement, we are going to ompute the pattern of
one of these 2np-periodi orbits in two ways: 1) applying the Theorem 1
(Saddle-Node bifuration asade in the anonial window), this way we get
the n-th term of the saddle-node bifuration asade, and 2) omputing
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the (p − 1)-th F-harmoni to the 2n-periodi orbit generated after the n-th
pithfork bifuration of the 1-periodi orbit.
In our proof we must onsider separately the ases of even and odd n.
Let n be even:
(i) Applying Theorem 1:
Theorem 1 involves the following steps:
• determine the last apperarane p-periodi orbit pattern, that is
CRLp−2 [16℄. Given that n is even, this pattern will not be on-
jugated (i.e. R's and L's will not be swapped).
• repeat p times the sequene CPn whih gives
CPnCPn . . . CPn︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
(2)
• substitute the suesive C symbols in the pattern (2) by the su-
esive symbols in the pattern CRLp−2, whih gives the pattern
sought for:
CPnRPn(LPn)
p−2
(3)
where p = 3, 4, 5, . . . (there is no asade for p = 2).
(ii) Applying F-harmonis:
The onstrution of the F-harmonis follows the next steps:
• append CPn to the pattern CPn, giving
CPnCPn
• substitute the seond C by R (or L) if the R-parity of CPn is
even (or odd). Given that n is assumed to be even, the R-parity
of CPn is also even (see Note 1 in Appendix); as a onsequene
the rst F-harmoni beomes
H
(1)
F (CPn) = CPnRPn
• generate the n-th F-harmoni appending CPn to the (n − 1)-th
F-harmoni, and hanging the seond C of the obtained sequene
by R (or L) if the R-parity of H
(n−1)
F (CPn) is even (or odd). It is
easy to see that H
(1)
F (CPn) R-parity is odd. As a onsequene, on
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appending the expression CPn toH
(1)
F (CPn) in order to obtain the
H
(2)
F (CPn), the C will be hanged to L, thus onserving R-parity.
The same will happen for the next F-harmonis thus getting
H
(p−1)
F (CPn) = CPnRPn(LPn)
p−2
(4)
where p = 2, 3, 4, . . . (although in the asade there is no p = 2).
Let n be odd:
(iii) Applying Theorem 1:
In this ase of n odd, Theorem 1 would be equally applied but pattern
CRLp−2 must be onjugated to CLRp−2. Thus the nal pattern will
be
CPnLPn(RPn)
p−2
(5)
(iv) Applying F-harmonis:
Being n odd, the R-parity of CPn is also odd (see Note 1 in Appendix),
thus modifying the rst F-harmoni to
H
(1)
F (CPn) = CPnLPn
having even R-parity. As a onsequene, on appending CPn toH
(1)
F (CPn)
to get toH
(2)
F (CPn) the seond C will be replaed by R thus onserving
the R-parity. The result is
H
(p−1)
F (CPn) = CPnLPn(RPn)
p−2
with p = 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .
In summary, the theorem is proven beause both Theorem 1 and the
F-harmonis give the same results
CPnRPn(LPn)
p−2 p = 3, 4, 5, . . . for n even
CPnLPn(RPn)
p−2 p = 3, 4, 5, . . . for n odd
(6)
The terms with p = 2 in the F-harmoni have been disregarded, given that
they orrespond to a pithfork bifuration whih, thus, annot aount for a
saddle-node one.◭
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Examples.
As an example, we will show how to obtain the rst saddle-node bifuration
orbits of the last appearane period-5 orbit in the anonial window, whose
pattern is CRL3. It will be enough to examine the ases n = 1, 2 to show
how to perform the alulation in both ases when the Pn orbit has to be
onjugated or not.
For n = 1, that is odd n:
• Using Theorem 1 we ompute:
 the orresponding CP1 in the anonial window is simply CR
 the pattern CRL3 will be onjugated beause n is odd, resulting:
CRL3 → CLR3
 repeat CR p = 5 times: CRCRCRCRCR
 replae C's in the latter sequene by CLR3, resulting: CRLR7
• Using Theorem 2 and F-harmonis:
 CP1 = CR
 its rst F-harmoni is CRCR→ CRLR (C hanges to L beause
R-parity of CR is odd)
 its seond F-harmoni is CRLRCR→ CRLR3 (C hanges to R
beause R-parity of CRLR is even)
 and its fourth F-harmoni is CRLR7
Both sequenes oinide, as it was expeted.
For n = 2, that is even n:
• Using Theorem 1 we ompute:
 CP2 = CRLR
 the pattern CRL3 will not be onjugated beause n is even
 repeat CRLR p = 5 times: CRLRCRLRCRLRCRLRCRLR
 replae C's in the latter sequene by CRL3, resulting: CRLR3(LR)7
• Using Theorem 2 and F-harmonis:
 CP2 = CRLR
9
 its rst F-harmoni is CRLRCRLR → CRLR3LR (C hanges
to R beause R-parity of CRLR is even)
 and its fourth F-harmoni is CRLR3(LR)7
Both sequenes also oinide.
4 Convergene of rst and last appearane orbits.
Theorem 3. In the anonial window, the last appearane orbits within the
(n + 1)-haoti band have the same aumulation point as the rst
appearane orbits within the n-haoti band.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we need to ompute the patterns of the rst
and last appearane orbits within an arbitrary haoti band. These patterns
are given by the saddle-node bifuration asades assoiated, respetively, to
the rst and last orbits in the 1-haoti band. The saddle-node asades will
be omputed by means of Theorem 1. Given that this theorem treats the
ases of even and odd n dierently, we will study these two ases separately.
Let n be even:
(i) Computation of the rst appearane orbit patterns within the n-haoti
band.
As we have already indiated, we ompute the requested pattern ap-
plying Theorem 1 following the next steps:
• give the pattern of the rst appearane superstable p-periodi
orbit within the 1-haoti band. This pattern is CRLRp−3, with
p = 3, 5, 7, . . .
• repeat p times the pattern CPn (see Denition 7) as in the fol-
lowing
CPnCPn . . . CPn︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
(7)
Given that we assume n to be even, the symbols in the pat-
tern CRLRp−3 are not onjugated, and suesive C's in expres-
sion (7) are simply replaed by the suessive C's in the pattern
CRLRp−3. This substitution results in the sought for pattern
CPnRPnLPn(RPn)
p−3
(8)
where p = 3, 5, 7, . . . As expeted, the pattern (8) has p · 2n
symbols.
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(ii) Computation of the last appearane orbit patterns within the (n+1)-
haoti band.
To apply Theorem 1 we aomplish the following steps:
• give the pattern of the last appearane superstable p-periodi or-
bit within the 1-haoti band, that is [16℄
CRLp−2
with p = 3, 4, 5, . . .
• repeat p times the pattern CPn+1. Given that n is even, CPn+1 =
CPnRPn (see Note 1 in Appendix), this beomes
CPnRPnCPnRPn . . . CPnRPn︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
(9)
• given that n + 1 is odd the pattern CRLp−2 will be onjugated,
resulting in CLRp−2. Next, suesive C's in expression (9) are
replaed by suessive symbols in CLRp−2. This substitution
gives the sought for pattern, that is
CPnRPnLPn(RPn)
2p−3
where p = 3, 4, 5, . . .
Let n be odd:
(iii) Computation of the rst appearane orbit patterns within the n-haoti
orbit.
We take an idential approah to i, but given that n is odd, the
pattern CRLRp−3 must be onjugated to CLRLp−3. The onsequene
of this onjugation is that the following pattern is generated
CPnLPnRPn(LPn)
p−3
with p = 3, 5, 7, . . .
(iv) Computation of the last appearane orbit patterns within the (n+1)-
haoti orbit.
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We take an idential approah to ii, but given that (n+1) is even, the
pattern CRLp−2 must not be onjugated. On the other hand, given
that n is odd, we have CPn+1 = CPnLPn (see Note 1 in Appendix).
As a onsequene, the pattern
CPnLPnRPn(LPn)
2p−3
is obtained, with p = 3, 4, 5, . . .
In summary we get:
• the rst appearane orbit patterns within the n-haoti band are:
CPnRPnLPn(RPn)
p−3 p = 3, 5, 7, . . . for n even
CPnLPnRPn(LPn)
p−3 p = 3, 5, 7, . . . for n odd
(10)
• the last appearane orbit patterns within the (n+1)-haoti band are:
CPnRPnLPn(RPn)
2p−3 p = 3, 4, 5, . . . for n even
CPnLPnRPn(LPn)
2p−3 p = 3, 4, 5, . . . for n odd
(11)
Myrberg's formula [17℄ shows that the parameters orresponding to these
orbits have the same aumulation point, and this proves the theorem. ◭
4.1 Consequenes of Theorem 3 (Misiurewiz point asade)
The limit p → ∞ of expressions (10) and (11) orresponds to those points
where the n and n+ 1 bands merge. These are Misiurewiz points having a
preperiod (within square brakets in the following expression) followed by a
period that orresponds to an unstable periodi orbit:
[CPnRPnLPn] RPn for n even
[CPnLPnRPn] LPn for n odd
(12)
These expressions were previously obtained in [13℄ using a dierent approah.
The value of the parameter µ in expression (1), where these points are lo-
alized, is the smallest solution of the equation
P2n+1(µ) = P2n−1(µ)
being Pn(µ) the dynamial polynomials dened in [17, 18℄, whih an be
obtained reursively (for equation (1)) as
P0 = 1/2, Pn+1 = µPn(1− Pn)
12
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3
Given that patterns (12) have been obtained as the limit of saddle-node
orbit sequenes elements (eah of these elements belongs to a dierent saddle-
node bifuration asade) the following orollary an be stated:
Corollary to Theorem 3. Band merging points, whose patterns are given
in (12) as the limit orbits of saddle-node orbit sequenes, form a Mi-
siurewiz point asade. Furthermore, this Misiurewiz point asade
onverges to the Myrberg-Feigenbaum point, driven by the behavior of
the saddle-node bifuration asades, as is desribed in [4℄.
5 Generalization to any q-periodi window
The selfsimilarity shown by the behaviors of the logisti equation is well
known. It is revealed by the existene of periodi windows that mimi the
dierent strutures of the anoni window. Inside every subwindow the same
bifuration diagram struture exists, with its periodi and haoti regions,
intermittenies, and so on. In partiular, every window shows in its beginning
a periodi behavior, followed by a pithfork bifuration asade; similarly
every window has saddle-node bifuration asades, whih reet the ones
existing in the anonial window.
This irumstane is a lear suggestion to look for the relationship be-
tween the orbits of the pithfork bifuration asade and those of the saddle-
node bifuration asade, both belonging to a given q-periodi window. In
this way we generalize the results obtained above, for the anonial window,
to any arbitrary window. Nonetheless, although the results for the anonial
window will beome a partiular ase of the more general theorems, they
will be used in the proofs of the general theorems.
The Bifuration Rigidity theorem [19℄ allows us to approximately om-
pute the parameter values for whih the dierent orbits in a p-periodi win-
dow, mimiking those in the anonial one, take plae. This is ahieved
through a linear mapping of the windows, the deeper the subwindow is lo-
ated the more exat the result is. Nevertheless, this useful tool does not
allow us to determine the patterns of the orbits and thus, we annot establish
a relationship among them.
To obtain the patterns of the orbits, we need to ompute that of the
p · 2n-periodi orbits in a saddle-node bifuration asade, loated inside a
q-periodi window. A similar problem (that of nding the pattern of a q-
periodi orbit inside the p · 2n-periodi window) was already addressed in
[4℄ and is thus known to us. Merely exhanging the names of the windows
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involved, brings us the requested pattern. This result, using the ompat
notation introdued in setion 2, is stated as follows.
Theorem 4. Let Sp·2n (n = 1, 2, 3 . . .) be the patterns of the orbits in a
saddle-node bifuration asade loated inside the anonial window.
Let Sq be the pattern of the q-periodi saddle-node orbit whih marks
the origin of the q-periodi window, and let CSq−1 be the pattern of
its assoiated superyle. The pattern Sq·p·2n of the p · 2
n
-periodi or-
bit in the saddle-node bifuration asade inside the q-periodi window
onsidered is
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |Sp·2n
)
for even R-parity of the q-periodi superyle
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |Sp·2n
)
for odd R-parity of the q-periodi superyle
Proof. The proof is ahieved by just exhanging f q ↔ fp·2
n
in the original
proof (see [4℄). With this substitution, expression
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |Sp·2n
)
is obtained, whih is valid for f q having a maximum at x = 1/2. This
orresponds to an even R-parity of the q-periodi orbit (see Lemma 1 in the
appendix). Should f q have a minimum at x = 1/2, that is, for a q-periodi
orbit having odd R-parity (see Lemma 2 in the appendix), it is enough to
onjugate Sp·2n → Sp·2n to get the orret result, that is
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |Sp·2n
)
◭
As a onsequene of replaing f q ↔ fp·2
n
, we observe that the orbit
of fp·2
n
gets reprodued around every extremum of f q lying near the line
xi+1 = xi. This is shown in gure 2, where the shape of the f
3
orbit (upper
panel in gure 2) an be identied in those extremes of f5 (right panel in
gure 2) near the diagonal xi+1 = xi. In gure 3 the same situation is shown,
this time for the superyle of f5·3·2 (saddle-node bifuration of that of f5·3);
in this ase it is f3·2 that gets reprodued in eah maximum of f5.
Let us emphasize that, what is being obtained is the pattern of a p ·
2n-periodi saddle-node orbit loated inside a q-periodi window. Given
that this q-periodi window has its origin at a q-periodi saddle-node orbit,
the resulting pattern will be that of a q · p · 2n-periodi saddle-node orbit.
Moreover, the geometrial onstrution used in the proof, allows us to show
the geometrial meaning of the DGP formula, as an be seen in what follows.
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Figure 2: Graph of f5·3 (the f3 periodi orbit inside the period-5 window).
It an be seen how in one of the extrema of f5 (highlighted in the right panel
plot) the shape of f3 is reprodued.
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Figure 3: Graph of f5·3·2 (the f3·2 saddle-node bifuration of the f3 periodi
orbit inside the period-5 window, whih is loated in the 1-haoti band
of the period-5 window). It an be seen how in one of the extrema of f5
(drawn in the right panel and enirled by the ellipse) the shape of f3·2 is
reprodued.
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The substitution of the rst symbol in the pattern Sq·p·2n by a C is
enough to obtain its assoiated superyle, that we denote by CSq·p·2n−1
(see Denition 5), whose geometrial interpretation was given above. Given
that this same superyle an be also onstruted applying DGP rule to
ompute the produt of the orbits CSp·2n−1 and CSq−1, what is obtained is
a geometrial interpretation of the DGP rule. We thus onlude (see gure
4 for a graphial sketh) that:
1. The omposition of the superyles CSp·2n−1 and CSq−1 , aording
to DGP rule, represents the superyle assoiated to the p ·2n-periodi
orbit, inside the q-periodi window.
That is so beause, in the geometri proof, we have fored the shape
of a p · 2n-periodi saddle-node orbit to appear around the extrema of
a saddle-node q-periodi orbit. This is shown in gures 2 and 3.
2. However, we ould have fored the reverse situation, that is, to re-
produe the shape of the q-periodi orbit around the extrema of a
p·2n-periodi orbit, arising after n pithfork bifurations of a p-periodi
saddle-node orbit. In that ase, we would be fousing on the n-th pith-
fork bifuration of a p-periodi orbit, loalized inside the q-periodi
window. This seond ase was already known and is not a onlusion
of our geometrial proof.
Theorem 4 allows us to state Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 generalized to
subwindows inside the anonial one. The proofs are given in the next two
subsetions.
5.1 Conjugation of asades in an arbitrary window.
Theorem 5 (Conjugation of asades in an arbitrary window). Let Sq·p·2n
be the pattern of the p · 2n-periodi orbit in the saddle-node bifuration
asade inside the q-periodi window, suh that p is a last appearane
orbit. If CSq·p·2n−1 denotes the superyle assoiated to Sq·p·2n (see
Denition 5) and CPn,q denotes the n-th pithfork bifuration supery-
le of the q-periodi orbit (see Denition 7) then
CSq·p·2n−1 = H
(p−1)
F (CPn,q)
What the theorem says is that, inside an arbitrary q-periodi window,
superstable orbit patterns of a saddle-node bifuration asade, whih
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Figure 4: Example of the appliation of Theorem 5, within the period-3
window to nd the last appearane orbits in the 1- and 2-haoti bands,
applying F-harmonis to the orbits in the Feigenbaum asade. Also shown,
is how the Feigenbaum asade is omputed from Metropolis-Stein-Stein
harmonis [11℄, and the saddle-node bifuration asade is obtained using
Theorem 4.
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is assoiated to a last appearane orbit, oinide with orbit patterns
generated by appying F-harmonis to Feigenbaum asade superyles.
Proof. Let us onsider a q-periodi window, whose origin is in a q-periodi
saddle-node orbit. This q-periodi window needs not to be a primary window,
any window loated inside any other will do.
Let us also onsider the last appearane p-periodi orbit inside the hosen
q-periodi window, where p = 3, 4, 5, . . .. This p-periodi orbit has a saddle-
node bifuration asade assoiated to it, whose orbits have periods p · 2n,
n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and are all loated inside the q-periodi window (that is,
they are really q · p · 2n-periodi orbits).
We want to show that the p · 2n-periodi saddle-node orbit superyle
inside the q-periodi window an be obtained equivalently by applying The-
orem 4 or omputing the (p− 1)-th F-harmoni of the n-th pithfork bifur-
ation of the q-periodi orbit.
Let the R-parity of the q-periodi superyle pattern be even.
(i) Applying Theorem 4.
This theorem (see setion 5) says that the pattern CSq·p·2n−1 is given
by
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |CSp·2n−1
)
for even R-parity of the q-periodi orbit
On the other hand, the pattern CSp·2n−1 is given by expression (6).
(a) Let n be odd. Then CSp·2n−1 = CPnLPn(RPn)
p−2
aording to
expression (6). Then we perform the following omputation
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |CSp·2n−1
)
=
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |CPnLPn(RPn)
p−2
)
=
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
) (
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
)
(
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
)p−2
(b) Let n be even. Then CSp·2n−1 = CPnRPn(LPn)
p−2
, with p =
3, 4, 5, . . . aording to expression (6). In this ase the omputa-
tion goes as follows
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |CSp·2n−1
)
=
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |CPnRPn(LPn)
p−2
)
=
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
) (
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
)
(
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
)p−2
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(ii) Applying F-harmonis.
Let us now apply F-harmonis to the n-th pithfork bifuration of the
q-periodi orbit.
The n-th pithfork bifuration of CSq−1 , that is CPn,q, is given by
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
and has the same R-parity as CPn, aording to Lemma 2 in the Ap-
pendix.
(a) Let n be odd, then the R-parity of CPn is odd and, hene, the
R-parity of
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
is also odd (for n ≥ 1). The F-
harmoni is omputed as
H
(1)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
=
=
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]
where the C's in the last braket have been hanged to L's beause
of the assumed oddR-parity. As a onsequene, H
(1)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
has even R-parity. To ompute the seond F-harmoniH
(2)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
,
those C's will be replaed by R thus keeping the same R-parity.
Hene, the result for the (p − 1)-th F-harmoni is
H
(p−1)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
=
=
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]p−2
(b) Let n be even, thus the R-parity of CPn is even as well and the
R-parity of
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
is also even. The rst F-harmoni
of
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
is
H
(1)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
=
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]
It is easy to see that H
(1)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
has odd R-parity. As
a onsequene, on appending the expression
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
to
H
(1)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
, in order to obtain the seond F-harmoni,
the C will be swithed to L, keeping the same R-parity. The same
will happen for the next F-harmonis, thus giving
H
(p−1)
F
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
]
=
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]
[
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]p−2
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We have thus proven that, for even as well as for odd n, the same results are
ahieved both ways.
Let the R-parity of the q-periodi superyle pattern be odd. In
this ase we will have to ompute
(
(CSq−1)
p·2n |CSp·2n−1
)
using Theorem 4. On the other hand, the n-th pithfork bifuration will be
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
and it has the same R-parity as CPn aording to Lemma 2 in the Appendix.
Furthermore CPn has odd (even) R-parity when n is even (odd) as indiated
in Note 1. Therefore, when F-harmonis are alulated, the same results will
be obtained.◭
5.2 Convergene of rst and last appearane orbits in an
arbitrary window.
Theorem 6: Inside any q-periodi window, the last apperane orbits within
the (n+ 1)-haoti band have the same aumulation point as the rst
appearane orbits within the n-haoti band.
Proof. One again we study separately the ases of even and odd R-parity:
Let the R-parity of the q-periodi superyle pattern be even.
We want to ompute the pattern of the superyles of the p · 2n rst appear-
ane and p · 2n+1 last appearane saddle-node orbits within the q-window.
These orbits are loated in the n- and (n+1)-haoti bands of that window,
respetively. In order to do so, we will apply Theorem 4, and hene we need
to know the patterns of the p·2n rst appearane and p·2n+1 last appearane
saddle-node orbits within the anonial window, whih are loated in the n-
and (n+ 1)-haoti bands, respetively.
(i) Let n be even.
The pattern of the superyle assoiated to the rst appearane p · 2n
saddle-node orbit, in the anonial window, is (see 10)
CSp·2n−1 = CPnRPnLPn(RPn)
p−3
(13)
where p = 3, 5, 7, . . .. Also, the pattern of the superyle of the last
appearane p·2n+1 saddle-node orbit, in the anonial window, is given
by (see 11)
CSp·2n+1−1 = CPnRPnLPn(RPn)
2·p−3
(14)
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• The pattern of the superyle assoiated to the p · 2n rst ap-
pearane saddle-node orbit, within the q-window, is omputed by
applying Theorem 4 as follows:
(a) Repeat p · 2n times the pattern CSq−1
(CSq−1)
p·2n
(b) Conjugate it aording to (13)
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]
[
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]p−3
(15)
• The pattern of the superyle assoiated to the p · 2n+1 last ap-
pearane saddle-node orbit, within the q-window, by applying
Theorem 4 is omputed as:
(a) Repeat p · 2n+1 times the pattern CSq−1
(CSq−1)
p·2n+1
(b) Conjugate it aording to (14)
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]
[
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]2p−3
(16)
For p → ∞, the patterns (15) and (16) onverge to the same Misi-
urewiz point with preperiod
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]
(17)
and period [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]
(18)
(ii) Let n be odd.
The pattern of the superyle assoiated to the rst appearane p · 2n
saddle-node orbit in the anonial window is (see 10)
CSp·2n−1 = CPnLPnRPn(LPn)
p−3
(19)
where p = 3, 5, 7, . . .. Also, the pattern of the superyle assoiated to
the last appearane p · 2n+1 saddle-node orbit in the anonial window
is given by (see 11)
CSp·2n+1−1 = CPnLPnRPn(LPn)
2p−3
(20)
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• Pattern of the superyle assoiated to the p · 2n rst appearane
saddle-node orbit, within the q-window, by applying Theorem 4
is omputed as:
After repeating p · 2n times the pattern CSq−1 and onjugating it
aording to (19) we obtain
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]
[
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]p−3 (21)
• Pattern of the superyle assoiated to the p·2n+1 last appearane
saddle-node orbit, within the q-window, by applying Theorem 4
is omputed as:
After repeating p · 2n+1 times the pattern CSq−1 and onjugating
it aording to (20) we obtain
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]
[
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]2p−3 (22)
For p → ∞, the patterns (21) and (22) onverge to the same Misi-
urewiz point with preperiod
[
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
] [
(CSq−1)
2n |RPn
]
(23)
and period [
(CSq−1)
2n |LPn
]
(24)
◭
Let the R-parity of the q-periodi superyle pattern be odd. Given
that the R-parity of CSq−1 is odd, the onjugated patterns CSp·2n−1 and
CSp·2n+1−1 will be used on applying Theorem 4. Hene, the results obtained
will be the same.
Corollary to Theorem 3 is now rewritten, valid for any periodi window
in the bifuration diagram.
Corollary to Theorem 6. Band merging points in a q-periodi window,
whose patterns are given in (17)-(18) and (23)-(24) as the limit or-
bits of saddle-node orbit sequenes, form a Misiurewiz point asade.
Furthermore, this Misiurewiz point asade onverges to the Myrberg-
Feigenbaum point of that window, driven by the behavior of the saddle-
node bifuration asades, desribed in [4℄.
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It is important to notie that the symboli sequenes of the Misiurewiz,
given by (17-18) and (23-24), show the band merging points in any window,
that is, not only those (already known) orresponding to the anoni window,
but also those loated inside every subwindow.
6 Disussion and onlusions
It has been shown, in the preeding setions, how the patterns of those pe-
riodi orbits of the Feigenbaum asade determine the patterns of the orbits
of the saddle-node bifuration asades. The aumulation points orre-
sponding to these latter patterns are the band merging points, that are also
Misiurewiz points. The sequene of these Misiurewiz points onverges to
the Myrberg-Feigenbaum point, and determines the haoti band struture
of the bifuration diagram. This hain of relations shows how the periodi
part of a window determines its haoti part: the hyperboli omponents of
the set, determine the non-hyperboli ones.
The relationship between the Feigenbaum asade and the saddle-node
bifuration asade ould be expeted, beause both asades share the same
saling law found by Feigenbaum [1℄. On the other hand, this saling is
the diret onsequene of the renormalization equation. This equation has
only one xed point in the funtional spae, whose stable manifold is one-
dimensional. Thus, Feigenbaum's asade and saddle-node asade an but
pertain to the same saling universality [20℄.
The problem of loalizing the haoti band merging points, as well as
the onvergene of that sequene of points, is a problem largely addressed
numerially by many authors as, for instane, by Hao and Zhang [21℄ in
their Bruselator osillator model. Both problems an be approahed us-
ing the Corollary to Theorem 6, stated above, and the saddle-node asade
onvergeny, desribed in [4℄.
From the symboli sequenes of a pithfork orbit in the Feigenbaum's
asade, the symboli sequenes of the superyles of the saddle-node orbits
an be omputed. After whih, Myrberg's formula [17℄ an be used to om-
pute the value of the parameter giving rise to those orbits. This irumstane
an be very useful to the experimenter, beause one the Feigenbaum as-
ade has been observed, the orresponding saddle-node bifurations an be
spotted from it. Given that many dynamial systems, in partiular lasers,
present period doubling asades, it easy for the experimenter to expli-
itly loalize the saddle-node bifuration asades from the experimentally
obtained return-map [22℄ . As a result, it is also possible to spot the inter-
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mitteny asades assoiated with that saddle-node bifuration asade. We
must take into aount that without an exat knowledge of the parameter
values, it is pratially impossible to loalize these asades, beause of the
geometrial strething of those regions under saddle-node bifurations.
We want to point out other possible uses from an experimental point of
view. A relevant fat for the experimenter is the possibility to assess the
loalization of the Misiurewiz points whih separate haoti bands within
any window. In this way, parameter values an be bound to the partiular
region of interest where the sought phenomena take plae.
There is yet another interesting point. In all the results just obtained,
orbit sequenes have been onsidered. Eah of them had a symboli sequene
assoiated to it. These symboli sequenes on their own, an be used to assess
the underlying universal saling laws [23℄. This an be reeted, for instane,
in the fat that the previously signaled Misiurewiz points sale aording
to the same Feigenbaum saling sheme.
All that has been shown in this paper is immediately extendible to uni-
modal maps with extrema of the form x2n under very general onsiderations.
Appendix
Lema 1 Let f(x; µ) be an unimodal C2 lass map of the interval [a, b] into
itself, suh that its ritial point xc ∈ (a, b) is a maximum (minimum).
If for µ = µ0, there exists a q-periodi superyle having a pattern
CSq−1, then f
q(xc; µ0) has a maximum (minimum) when the R-parity
of CSq−1 is even, while it has a minimum (maximum) in ase of odd
R-parity of CSq−1.
Proof: Let us onsider a value of µ in a small neighborhood of µ0, suh that
f q(x; µ) has a xed point at some x = xc+ε, for some arbitrarily small
ε > 0. At x = xc, f
q(xc; µ) has a ritial point, given that f(xc; µ) has
a ritial point, for x = xc. To determine whether it is a maximum or a
minimum, it is enough to see whether, in a neighborhood of xc+ε, the
iterated funtion f q(xc+ε; µ) is inreasing (orresponding to f having
a minimum at xc) or dereasing (orresponding to a maximum). That
is, whether [f q]′ (xc + ε; µ) is positive or negative.
[f q]′ (xc + ε; µ) =
q∏
i=1
f ′(xi)
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where the xi represent eah of the q iterates of the funtion f period,
starting at x1 = xc + ε. It turns out that
sign [f q]′ (xc + ε; µ) =
q∏
i=1
sign f ′(xi; µ)
Let us assume f to have a maximum at xc, that is, to be an inreasing
funtion in (a, xc) (i.e. with positive derivative) and a dereasing fun-
tion in (xc, b) (i.e. with negative derivative). When f
q
has a minimum
at xc (i.e. sign [f
q]′ (xc + ε; µ) is positive) the number of xi laying in
(xc, b) will be even, therefore, the number of R-symbols in the pattern
of the orbit will be even. Conversely, when f q has a maximum at xc,
the number of R-symbols in the pattern will be odd.
Considering x1 = xc + ε → xc, we get bak the superstable orbit,
CSq−1. This represents the deletion of the rst R of the pattern,
orresponding to x1. Based on the ontinuous variation of the funtion
with µ, we nd that for an even R-parity of the superyle pattern, a
maximum will be present at x = xc, while for an odd R-parity, there
will be a minimum. ◭
Note 1: We need to know the R-parity of CPn in order to ompute F-
harmonis of the pithfork orbits in the proof. It is lear that for the
period-1 orbit superyle, whose sequene is C, its rst pithfork has
the sequene CR and odd R-parity; the orbit originated by the seond
pithfork has sequene CR[C]R→ CRLR, as given by the Metropolis-
Stein-Stein harmoni [11℄, having even R-parity; the iteration of these
harmonis gives odd R-parities for those CPn with n odd, while those
CPn with even n, have even R-parity. As a onsequene of this, it
is easy to see that CPn has odd (even) R-parity whenever n is even
(odd).
Lemma 2 The n-th pithfork bifuration of CSq−1, that is, CPn,q is given
by (
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
for even R-parity of CSq−1
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
for odd R-parity of CSq−1
Furthermore, CPn,q has the same R-parity as CPn (respetively, CPn)
for even (respetively, odd) R-parity of CSq−1.
Proof.
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Let the R-parity of CSq−1 be even. When the MSS omposition
rule [11℄ is applied, the sequene Sq−1 does not play any role, beause
it does not hange the R-parity of the new pattern. Only the C's
formerly hanged have a role. Therefore we work as if with the n-th
pithfork bifuration of the period-1 orbit.
Let the R-parity of CSq−1 be odd. The proof is similar to the
former point, but the sequene Sq−1 hanges the R-parity of the new
pattern when the omposition rule is applied. Therefore we work as if
with the onjugated of the n-th pithfork bifuration of the period-1
orbit.
Whatever the R-parity of Sq−1 is, the (CSq−1)
2n
sequene always has
an even number of Sq−1 sequenes, therefore this even number of Sq−1
gives an even R-parity. So, the R-parity of
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
omes
from the C's inserted from CPn, that is, theR-parity of
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
is that of CPn. In the same way it is proven that
(
(CSq−1)
2n |CPn
)
has the same R-parity as CPn.
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